
All Haymead children need to learn the words from Challenge 1. Children who need further 
challenge should learn the words from challenge 2 as well. There will be 10 of the words in the 
test. Please revise words from previous weeks to ensure they are not forgotten- they may 
appear in future tests. 
 
Term 3 
Test 11.01.21 
Adding the –ous suffix 
-Sometimes the root word is obvious and the usual rules apply for adding 
suffixes beginning with vowel letters. 
-Sometimes there is no obvious root word. 
–our is changed to –or before –ous is added. 
A final ‘e’ of the root word must be kept if the ‘j’ sound of g is to be kept. 
If there is an ‘ee’ sound before the –ous ending, it is usually spelt as i, but a 
few words have e. 
Challenge 1 
poisonous, dangerous, mountainous 
nervous, adventurous, courageous, outrageous, famous 
serious, hideous 
Challenge 2 
enormous, jealous, curious, gorgeous, obvious, tremendous 
various, mysterious, courteous, spontaneous 
 
Test 18.01.21 
Revising rules for making plurals 
The y is changed to i before –es is added. Except when the y is part of ay, ey, 
oy, uy.    
Challenge 1 
fly/flies, reply/replies, copy/copies, baby/babies, carry/carries, try/tries 
city/cities, party/parties, army/armies, jelly/jellies, fairy/fairies 
Challenge 2 
family/families, story/stories country/countries, donkey/donkeys, 
valley/valleys, chimney/chimneys, alley/alleys, ally/allies 
Test 25.01.21 
Revising rules for making plurals 
If a noun ends in an ‘s’ , ‘sh’, ‘ch’ or ‘x’ then you just add an ‘e’ and an ‘s’ on the 
end of the word. 
If a noun ends in a consonant and then an ‘o’, you also just add ‘es’ to the end 
of the word, 
Challenge 1 
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday 
balls, rocks, thanks, catches, matches, boxes, foxes, churches, stories, 
donkeys 
Challenge 2 
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volcanoes, heroes, echoes, trollies, princesses, rhinoceroses, itches, quarries  
 
Test 01.02.21 
Common exception words  
Challenge 1 (Year 2) 
children, father, glass, class, every, great, pretty, beautiful, parents, 
everybody, clothes, people   
Challenge 2 (Year 3/4) 
through, though, although, enough, favourite, special, different, 
therefore, February, biscuits,  
Extra challenge 
decision, preference, suspicious 
 
Test  08.02.21 
The rule of adding the suffixes ‘ly’ to words following these rules 
The suffix –ly is added to an adjective to form an adverb. The rules already 
learnt still apply. 
The suffix –ly starts with a consonant letter, so it is added straight on to 
most root words. 
Exceptions: 
(1) If the root word ends in –y with a consonant letter before it, the y is 
changed to i, but only if the root word has more than one syllable. 
(2) If the root word ends with –le, the –le is changed to –ly. 
Challenge 1 
quickly, safely, bravely, secretly, finally, usually, suddenly 
happy/happily, angry/angrily, easy/easily, greedy/greedily, weary/wearily 
Challenge 2 
gentle/gently, horrible/horribly, terrible/terribly, possible/possibly, 
incredible/incredibly, probable/probably 
Term 4 first week 
Test 22.02.21 
The rule of adding the suffixes ‘ly’ to words following these words 
The suffix –ly is added to an adjective to form an adverb. The rules already 
learnt still apply. 
The suffix –ly starts with a consonant letter, so it is added straight on to 
most root words. 
Exceptions: 
(1) If the root word ends in –y with a consonant letter before it, the y is 
changed to i, but only if the root word has more than one syllable. 
(2) If the root word ends with –le, the –le is changed to –ly. 
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(3) If the root word ends with –ic, –ally is added rather than just –ly, except 
in the word publicly. 
(4) The words truly, duly, wholly. 
Challenge 1 
quickly, safely, bravely, secretly, finally, usually, suddenly 
happy/happily, angry/angrily, easy/easily, greedy/greedily, weary/wearily 
gentle/gently, horrible/horribly, terrible/terribly, possible/possibly, 
incredible/incredibly, probable/probably 
Challenge 2 
magical/magically, frantic/frantically, accident/accidentally, occasionally, 
actually, basically, dramatically, truly, duly, wholly 

 


